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”What you take shall be lost to you 
What you give Will reMain yours Forever”
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What does it mean to inherit a dance? 
Dixit Dominus was German choreographer Kurt Jooss’s last and least known dance, 
made over a period of five weeks in 1975 as a solo for the dancer Lilavati Häger, 
when Jooss had not choreographed a new dance in over a decade. Set to Handel 
and integrating Jooss’s movement with Häger’s classical Indian training, it consisted 
of two parts: the first aggressive, greedy and full of false heroism, the second lyrical 
and based on giving. Because the piece was made as a gift, it is rarely included in 
Jooss’s legacy, but instead entered Häger’s repertoire of solo performances. Jooss 
scholar Patricia Stöckemann dismisses Dixit Dominus as initially having been created 
“out of friendship,” resulting in “a 1976 dance with a touch of Indianness [that] re-
mained in its unadorned simplicity nothing more than marginalia in Jooss’s creations.”

Dixit Dominus’s first reconstruction in 2003 by the Swedish-born, Indian- and 
contemporary dance-trained choreographer Rani Nair was also a gift, this one from 
Lilavati Häger’s husband, Bengt, who knew that she had always wanted to pass on 
the work and that, after meeting Nair shortly before her death, Häger mentioned 
she had found the dancer for Dixit Dominus. These multiple gifts were mirrored in 
the message around which Jooss themed the choreography: “What you take, shall 
be lost to you - what you give, will remain yours forever.” Nair toured extensively 
with the reconstruction, which was relatively faithful to the shapes and timing of the 
older movement with controlled doses of intentional and unintentional anachronism, 
presenting it, among other places, at Hanoi Opera House and the Centre National 
de Danse in Paris in 2004-06. Bengt Häger had told her “when you inherit the piece, 
you inherit everything [to do with the piece],” and yet, wearing Häger’s costumes, 
hearing stories about her, and attempting to do her movement felt at times farther 
from, rather than closer to Dixit Dominus and its original creators. 

So Nair returned to Dixit Dominus in 2009 with Future Memory, this time focus-
ing not on the choreography but on the stories around it. It is to some degree a 
second-order performance — a performance about a performance — but it is also 
a project about history and memory, and about the very personal responsibilities of 
inheritance and legacy that come out of the work itself, but which also surpass it. 
Whereas Nair had struggled earlier with Dixit Dominus’s ambiguous place outside 
the canon of dance history, Future Memory embraces the possibility of an alternative 
history, one in which a “minor” dance takes ten years of an artist’s life, and where 
insider and outsider are much more complicated than we might think. It is a piece in 
which tradition is configured in a more hybrid way; not Indian versus Western Euro-
pean, but multiple traditions that fix and release ideas of Indianness/Swedishness/
Germanness through both real and imagined archives that are deeply unstable. In 
this way, Future Memory is based on a past that is not fixed, but rather one with 
which we constantly negotiate, and through those relationships open potential that 
builds into the future. 

-- Kate Elswit, November 2012
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letters to lila
From a dance performance by:

Lilavati, Kurt Jooss, Bengt Häger, Rani Nair, Kate Elswit, Tidskriften Ful.

Working title:
FUTURE MEMORY or DIXIT DOMINUS or SÅ SA KURT or LILAVATI DOMINUS  

or 
RANI <3 LILA

other participants:
Maria Naidu, Marito Olsson-Forsberg, CND Paris, Carina Ari, Fritz Lang,  

Ram Gopal, Laban, Mary Wigman, Danstidningen, Nasim Aghili,  
Hanna Ljungh, Serge Lido,  

prinsessan Christina Magnusson, Birgit Cullberg, Ellen Rasch, Akram Khan,  
Shobana Jeyasingh, Bourriaud, Deborah Hay, W.I.S.P., Lilith Performance Studio,  

Pina Bausch, Malmö Stadsteater, “J”, Dansmuseet, Dramaten, Veckojournalen,  
V Gurra, Phoolan Devi/Bandit queen.

The stage is empty. The work lights and the audience lights are up. I sit cross-
legged n the down right corner of the stage. A computer is hooked up to the PA 
system. I am holding a microphone.

- My name is rani Nair. I am sharing something with you for the first time that I 
feel very happy and precious about. I have been working on the last dance of Kurt 
Jooss, titled dixit dominus. He stopped choreographing in the 60s. but in the 70s 
he started to make a piece for an Indian dancer who lived in Sweden, Lilavati, 
from whom I inherited this dance.

I feel it’s a treasure to carry this, but I also feel a lot of pressure to carry the 
piece. As you know Kurt Jooss is no longer with us, and neither is Lilavati. She 
dreamt that she would dance this piece all over the world and even dreamt that 
she would perform it at the united Nations. I am trying to find different ways to 
share it. 

Imagine that I’m standing alone on stage. I am wearing a red costume. It’s 
pitch black.

THE LETTERS WERE FIRST PUBLISHED IN KONSTTIDNINGEN FUL. FUL DOESN’T BELIEVE IN THE IDEA 
OF TWO GENDERS AND USES THEREFORE THE PRONOUN “HEN” IN SWEDISH OR “ZE” IN ENGLISH.

Stockholm – Munich March 5th 2010 

Dear Lilavati!

I am writing this letter on a plane en route to Germany. I would like to ask you if we could write 

to each other, as a way of communicating, perhaps as the beginning of a collaboration. I have so 

many questions I want to ask you. And I have a feeling that you like getting letters. I heard that 

you came to Sweden that way, through the love letters that Bengt wrote to you, Bengt, who you 

later married. It would be a way for us to grow closer. In my imagination you answer me, though 

you no longer are in this world. 

I am wondering what this means – me on a plane to the country that Kurt Jooss comes from. 

Does it mean anything at all? Though I like thinking that it does, that there is some significance 

in me visiting the country where he took his first dancing steps. I am travelling with the Swedish 

Arts Council to support a Swedish project for choreographers. The History of Swedish Dance 

Redux. Am I meant to perform Dixit Dominus there? Is there a way to introduce it into the 

program, to make it part of Swedish dance history?

Sometimes I doubt that the piece is exciting at all. That it still has qualities that we, today, 

would find exciting. Then I feel bad, as if I was behaving badly towards you. Like I am letting you 

down, betraying your artistic ambition. That I am betraying the dream you had of performing 

this piece all over the world, dancing it for the United Nations. I cannot accept that I could right-

ly judge your work as uninteresting. Even though I feel this way about many works from the past, 

that they feel so old, so full of dust, that it is difficult to find the “urgency” in these works today.

I’m thinking about Akram Khan, the choreographer. In the beginning of the 2000’s, when 

I was living in London, I could see Khan’s experiments with Indian dance forms in modern 

compositions and I thought that his work was so exciting! That’s what made it so interesting 

to discover that you and Jooss, already in Dixit Dominus in the early 70`s, were searching for a 

contemporary expression for Indian dance, a way to break with traditional restraints and let the 

dance find a new life in a new form. But today I’m a bit disappointed in the choices Khan made, 

in the direction of his development. I feel that he sold out to the big institutions with comm-

ission after commission, working with film stars and other famous people. As if he marketed the 

multicultural, global dance all over the world, as a politically correct product, without asking 

critical questions in regards to diversity and exoticism. Making things harder for us “foreigners” 

by setting us apart. 

I no longer wish to be associated with that dance. 

I see no meaning in the experiments they made, or rather; I see that this is not the solution  

– it can’t be the right way to go. I am judging these attempts you made in the past and you are 

not here to defend yourselves. And then I judge myself, and that is what is making it so hard  

to begin. 

Have I been infected with the negation of history, which seems to be part of dance’s ephem-

eral nature? Or is this simply a symptom of how certain works, choreographers and dance artists 

are edited out of our history? Maybe I need to look deeper into the material in order to under-

stand everything you’ve done? Maybe it is my work to lift you, boost you, to prevent you from 

being forgotten the way so many women artists have been forgotten, erased from our collective 
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memory banks. 

I can recognize myself in the descriptions of you from newspaper articles. Your battle be-

tween the Indian and the Swedish in you, your experience of wanting, struggling to find yourself 

in this gap between two cultures, between East and West. It surprises me that we today, haven’t 

come further. That I find myself faced with the same questions you tried to answer many years 

before. Are we victims of the projections of other people? Are we ourselves playing a part in the 

creation of the exotic picture? Do the two of us have things in common other than the Swedish 

and the Indian? We are both dancers. We live in Sweden. We’ve studied classical Indian dance 

and trained modern dance. We’ve danced solo a lot. We both have long hair. And your clothes 

fit me almost perfectly!

I remember how uncomfortable it was for me the first time I tried on your costumes. It felt 

like a great responsibility just to take possession of them, even when I carried them in Bengt’s 

leather bag and in those other plastic bags from his favorite shop, Lindgren’s Fish and Shellfish 

at the market hall in Östermalm. But after that, they hung in my closet on hangers, side by side 

with my normal clothes, my cotton dresses and jeans and silk shirts and pashima shawls…

Bengt said “When you inherit the piece, you inherit everything belonging to the piece.” And 

they hung there for almost a year before I dared to put them on. And it was extra special that 

one particular item hung there, the one in pink shirt silk sewn by haute couture tailors, wasn’t 

it designed by someone famous? Was it Bernard Deyder? It was the most exquisite with all those 

in-sewn pleats and detail work. The one you and Kurt Jooss really didn’t like and you never wore 

it and nobody had ever seen it…

The one that Swedish TV made when they recorded the performance, the one in wool. I 

never used that one. I thought in the beginning that I would, but nobody that I asked thought 

that I should. Most of them thought I should use the one that you performed in the most, the red 

stretchy one, the simplest of them all: a red unitard in lycra with a zipper in the back and sweat 

cushions under the armholes. 

We’re landing soon and the captain says that I have to turn off my computer. I promise to 

write again soon. I have plenty more questions to discuss with you! I hope you are well, and that 

wherever you are, you are free from pain. I hope that these letters will bring us closer. 

Warmest wishes – Rani 
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Narvik, Norway March 18, 2010 

Dear Lilavati!

Today I’m wearing your snakeskin belt. I wish you were here so we could talk some things over. 

It’s a bit boring being here by myself.

I think I should write to you in English. It’s strange. Already a lot slower. Makes me think 

of the language of this work. Should I have a working language? Reminds me of the time when 

I had just performed Dixit Dominus in Stockholm and I bumped into some dance critics. They 

commended me for the performance and my interpretation, which made me super happy. And 

I remember I dared to say something like: “Maybe I could perform it internationally...” So they 

told me off saying that they didn’t think anyone outside Sweden would be interested...

I found this passage in my diary from the premiere autumn 2003:

“When I stand on the stage and hear the music begin to come through the speakers, I try to imagine 
that I am a goddess; generous and radiant, my breast open and ready to give. But deep inside I feel 
my fear. I have probably always felt nervous whenever I stand completely alone, in the middle of 
the stage, as the lights slowly, slowly go up in time with the music. But this time I really am scared. 
Scared of disappointing Lila and scared of being compared to her. And scared of what everyone will 
say; that little nobody me is dancing Kurt Jooss, that I can never do the piece justice or measure up to 
the man and the woman that created it. I am afraid of exposing all my weaknesses as a dancer, that 
my legs aren’t strong enough to execute a decent plié, that I have trouble keeping my balance, that 
can’t round my spine while keeping control in my torso. The solo is so simple that it highlights any 
imperfection. And the tempo is difficult to follow with those speeding rhythms that change several 
times and syncopations and some of those traditional Indian dance steps that have been adapted so 
many times that they are transformed into something new. It is really hard to understand what was 
intended and even harder to do it. And hard to keep those arm movements in line and know if it 
should be Indian movements, higher with direct lines or the flowing arms of contemporary dance – 
and so hard to switch from one to the other.”

Imagine that I was so afraid? It sounds really terrible. These days I think it had as much to do 

with the context, the huge empty stage at The House of Culture, the distance to the audience, the 

piece’s expositive choreography. It has elements that we don’t see on the stage anymore these days. 

Aside from the lifted breast, the feet close together and arms out like a cross. It’s in the qualities 

of movement, especially noticeable in the sections on the floor, the almost trembling, harder. It’s 

also in the pirouettes, the spinning on the heel. And the audible beats of the feet on the floor, 

syncopated in rhythm with the music. It’s interesting that I now know that the feeling of not 

keeping up with the music was an effect that Kurt Jooss intended, and was produced by setting 

certain sets of steps in a faster tempo, forcing the dancer to chase the music. I never needed to 

feel ashamed that I wasn’t keeping up, that was the feeling he wanted to create. Maybe he wanted 

to impart the same feeling to the audience as well?

Did you feel alien when you spoke Swedish? I remember when the two of spoke we used a 

mixture of the two languages. Just like the first time we met. I was doing the end of the tour per-

formance with the Shobana Jeysingh Dance Company at the Queen Elisabeth Hall in London. 

My father was visiting and I went to the foyer looking for him, to sort him out with free tickets. 
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Since we were in England we used the possibility to talk freely in our secret language, Swedish. 

When you approached us: – Who is this that is talking in Swedish?

I was struck by how you at the same time seemed to radiate energy and of how much older 

you’d become, compared to the picture in your book, which I kept in my shelf back home. Your 

long hair was still as black, just like the picture. I told you this, that I have your book on my 

shelf, and that I was going to be in the performance that you had tickets for. It felt nice. Strange 

and kind of huge.

I didn’t see you after the performance that evening. Next time we met was later that fall at 

the Museum of Dance in Stockholm. It was almost like a cliché meeting from a movie or some-

thing, two artists from different generations meeting, representing different aesthetics, styles and 

tastes, but with a mutual respect for each other. It felt like you could see me for who I was and 

for what I was interested in, in my work, but at the same time you would easily admit that you 

didn’t like all of “the new” and couldn’t even understand it all. But you had the curiosity to ask. 

You wanted to understand. You commended me for my performance and told me you thought 

I was a great dancer. You also mentioned something about my quality, something about my 

jumps, that I had great technique, I who could so easily shift between the different dance forms. 

And that I possessed great charisma. But towards the end of the conversation you revealed that 

you actually didn’t like the Shobana Jeyasingh performance after all. You thought the dance was 

too out of synch and you didn’t like the music. You said you were too traditional. I was kind of 

happy to hear that, both the way you said it, but also since I had decided to leave the company. 

You must have been very critical. You didn’t even like your own performance of Dixit.

I fantasize about the life you had when you travelled around the world with Ram Gopal. I 

think you were a principal dancer, sometimes his dance partner but mainly a soloist. The Ram 

Gopal Dance Company, which had the longest running dance performance at the London West 

End until Adventures in Motion Pictures beat that record in the 90s, with their all male version 

of Swan Lake.

What colorful fancy dresses did you wear at your performative press conferences? What 

stories did you tell? Which were your strategies to manipulate the journalists? Did you also use a 

heightened language or emphasize the Indian accent?

How did it feel to travel the world at that time? What people did you meet, kings, queens, fans? 

Did you have any fans? Did you feel lonely in the hotel rooms? What did you do to keep fit? Was 

it possible to stick to a vegetarian diet? Were you able to enjoy the bland food of Europe?

I had a hamburger yesterday at a local bistro. I spent the night in a floating hotel, Hurti-

gruten’s boat, Richard With. The room is small and claustrophobic. It’s cold and as always I had 

a bad first night’s sleep. 

I’d better go and get ready now, breakfast, shopping, rigging at the theatre. “Verdensteatret”. 

There’s a performance tonight! 

Rani

PS. I feel a little tired of myself as I am writing this. I want to get working on the production. But the 
way things are looking – this is turning out to be an eternity project – a thing that never, ever ends. What 
curse have you laid on me? I accept it!
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Stockholm, April 13th, 2010 

Dear Lila,

I wonder if you were happy with the character Jooss and you worked with? Your role as the 

performer, was it satisfying? Did you get what you wanted from the collaboration?

I imagine what you would be dancing if you and Jooss worked now. I fantasize about you 

making a performance, like a solo. Working with a lot of details in the costumes, exaggerated 

Indian style costumes. Possibly red as the base, perhaps like a red overall trouser suit. And with 

army boots, perhaps Dr. Martins. And a lot of belts, gold belts and ammunition belts going 

across your chest and your waist, mixed with flowers and medallions. And makeup brushes, 

a mix between an Indian goddess figure and a guerilla woman, just like you said you wanted, 

but more hardcore and exaggerated. Like an installation. And yes, you would share more of the 

process, so you would do photo shoots all the time and invite audiences during the rehearsals. 

And include elements from the Boy Scout cabin where you started working. And the music 

would be... M.I.A!

I don’t think you would work with nudity. That would be too mediocre and lame, at 

least for performances in central Europe where they get their clothes off all the time. Maybe in 

Sweden it could shock a few people or point at queer-politics or make sense to use the skin and 

it’s different colors?

Did you give up on the fusion of western contemporary dance and traditional Indian 

forms? I remember Bengt saying something about you feeling you had failed in challenging 

the traditional form or finding a new approach to Indian dance. (Maybe I should continue 

along that road. Forging a modern dance with Indian elements. Switching between different 

expressions, not being so bound to one form. Deconstructing Indian dance to the degree where 

it becomes unrecognizable. Adding a touch of flamenco, the footwork, the arms, the rhythm! 

Dancing in a blonde wig with my face painted white, or sometimes with long, dark hair and 

lots of paint around the eyes, with dark skin and the traditional blue and yellow folk dress of 

Sweden. I might even do a face dance right into the camera.)

In a notebook I was reflecting on an exhibition at the Tate Modern curated by Bour-

riaud. It was called Altermodern. Among other things I wrote about heterochronia. It is a way 

of relating to time, not like the modern linear time or the post-modern spiral, but more as if 

time occurred in groups or clusters. What if artists were to use symbols that weren’t current in 

the western dictionary, if they could allow themselves to borrow from the vocabularies of other 

times and relate to a global context. 

More and more I see that my work will compose several different works. One will be a 

lecture performance and I will be the interpreter of history, the master, one who maps tenden-

cies, maps attempts to create a modern Indian dance, hybrid forms and inspiration from other 

cultures. I’ll talk about Pavlova and tell the story of her foot bells, I’ll tell about Nijinsky 

when he danced the blue god, the first Indian choreography that Kurt Jooss ever did, Martha 

Graham’s entire floor piece, where she sat on the floor in lotus position, and I’ll show how India 

inspired all this work. Some of it will materialize into dance productions – and hopefully some 

will turn into photography.
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Maybe I don’t I have to make a pretty performance?

Take care, Rani

p.s. 2 Today my father came up to Stockholm. He is going to apply for a PIO from the Indian 
Embassy, you know, a Person of Indian Origin card, it’s a kind of permanent visa. Strange that he, 
Dr Baboo Monibhoshanen Nair, needs to apply for permission to visit the country where he was born 
and raised. And that he has to provide proof in his application. I used him as a reference when I 
needed proof myself.
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Berlin April 20th, 2010

 Dear Lila!

It was so wonderful the other day, after I had written that letter to you, I really felt that I wanted to 

dance. A little hesitant at first. It was as if I needed to write all these letters to you before I could start 

moving and find the dance. 

I tried to confuse myself so that I wouldn’t end up just in my head, that I wouldn’t give in to 

self-censorship or judge myself. It’s so easy to fall into negative thoughts, or to psych myself into be-

lieving that my dancing is uninteresting. So now I try to find the desire first of all, to figure out how 

to wake up my body. A relay system between head and body, shifting back and forth, going back 

into my body to see how it feels inside and then see myself from the outside, try and imagine how it 

looks, what would look cool, exciting, with contrasts. I let things take their time, I follow the body, 

look to see where it wants to go and what it can do. 

Last time it was at home in my living room, which isn’t so big. So there were loads of turns 

and change of directions. But sometimes I followed a movement all the way and danced into the 

hallway, out into the kitchen, bumping into walls and ceilings and floors. It was really fun! It felt like 

a Deborah Hay choreography, without composition. So then I went and found the manuscript to 

her solo, “Market”. I started reading it and it seemed kind of cool, just hard to remember it all… but 

that might be just why I should do it? It might be just the thing?

It was fun listening to Kurt Jooss counting. Yes, Bengt and I found the tape you recorded for 

the rehearsals. He sounds extremely bossy. I imagine you dancing in front of him as he is talking. He 

is sometimes counting with the music and other times with the movements. Sometimes he counts to 

ten, other times to eight and sometimes he sings to seven, eight, arms, arms, swim, swim. It gave us 

some keys to the movement material and some parameters for how much freedom we could take in 

interpretation. Also in regard to the music, it was difficult to transfer the original music, which is for 

the first part protected by copyright and also only recorded on old reel to reel tapes. 

It would have been so cool to try out different clothes, costumes and masks. With new content. 

Maybe I’ll ask Malmö Stadsteatern if I could come and go through their wardrobe, ask them to 

make me up. Or perhaps I could do it at Lilith Performance Studio. I’m organizing a dance party 

with WISP (Women in Swedish Performance) for The International Day of Dance. A celebration 

of dance and of dance icons. I thought I might try making myself up white and putting on a blonde 

wig. Which dance icon would I be then? Would I be Birgit Cullberg perhaps? I can’t think of any 

other blonde… Maybe Pina Bausch, her big glasses, her long hair and a cig always hanging out of 

her mouth. I wonder…

Rani – from an airport in Berlin, delayed on account of an erupting volcano on Iceland that sent up 

a huge cloud of ashes that covered most of the European sky.

p.s. I am enclosing a document in which I try to analyze my intentions with the piece. I might call it 

“Dixit Jooss”. It’s <What did Kurt Jooss try to do?.rtf>

p.s. 2 . I need to tell you - from talking to Kate Elswit: “...We also particularize the historical encounter 

through the specific bodily relationship of re-enactment, and the ways in which it both depends upon 

borrowing identity and yet can never wholly succeed in that impersonation” I will tell you more, later.
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Treffen Total, K3 Kampnagel, Hamburg July 13th, 2010

score:

The stage is empty. The work lights and the audience lights are up. I am sitting on the floor, 
downstage right, with my legs crossed. A computer is hooked up to the PA system, a microphone 
in my hand. 

My name is rani Nair. I am sharing something with you for the first time,that I feel very happy 
and precious about. I have been working on the last dance of Kurt Jooss, entitled  dixit dominus. 
He stopped choreographing in the 60s. but in the 70s he started to make a piece for an Indian 
dancer who lived in Sweden, Lilavati, from whom I inherited this dance. I feel it’s a treasure to 
carry this, but I also feel a lot of pressure to carry the piece. As you know Kurt Jooss is no longer 
with us, and neither is Lilavati. She dreamt that she would dance this all over the world and she 
even dreamt that she would perform it at the united Nations. I am trying to find different ways 
to share it.

Imagine that I’m standing alone on stage. I am wearing a red costume. It’s pitch black. Slow-

ly there’s a spotlight fading up just as the pompous music starts to build.6I am super nervous as I 

am standing there. But I find comfort in the fact that I am dancing a work of the legendary Kurt 

Jooss, so no one can judge me on the choreography – because in a way it is already a masterpiece. 

(start music – Dixit Dominus of Händel)

I think that his work is so simple and precise, so it’s hard to hold on to it. 

Just when you think it’s going to start it doesn’t start. Not until I make a big gesture to the right, 

again with the left arm I do one gesture, and the both arms together, crossing the body and then 

I go down touching the floor with my fingertips. I stand up. I open up the stage, it’s a kind of 

jazz dance move, I walk the half circle of the stage, all the way to the back. And I go towards the 

front and I go up and I go all the way down. I pretend that I am waiting or sleeping, putting all 

my weight on the ground, leaning my head on the floor. 

As the voices start singing I wake up, come forward like a lion, (making claws of my hand, 

stretching forward as if to grab something). Then I go back, lifting my chest to the ceiling, as 

if someone is pulling me by my chest I come to a standing position, it’s very hard to keep the 

balance.

I go to the other side and I make this big circle again. Without anyone seeing me I go back. 

I jump forward and I walk back. I do this very hard stamping with the feet on the ground (I beat 

my fists several times on the floor). 

There is a spin. I go to the floor. What is interesting here is that I actually tried to execute 

this movement better and make the piece more contemporary. Because I trained a lot of release 

technique I can go very softly to the floor. (pause the music) 

She didn’t train release technique, so she was a kind of clumsy when she descended to the 

floor. But now I think that I was stupid in changing this, because nowadays you don’t need to 

see someone going to the floor because already when you see the beginning of the gesture go-

ing down, you know the end. Maybe it’s more interesting to keep it a bit rough, so maybe I 

will change that? (The music begins again. Try to find out where you are in the music and the 

choreography). 
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St Isidoro, Italy July 25th, 2010 

Dear Lila!

I showed some pictures of our work to my friend ”J” and this is what he said:

R: Who do you see?

J: He seems quite sober, maybe a bit ehh...like very sharp, and very precise in his ideas. Maybe he 

had a lot of ideas also. He looks like someone extremely clever. He definitely looks like a choreogra-

pher and not a dancer, someone behind the stage? 

R: Why?

J: I don’t know. He has this like, look of someone, who likes to work with ideas, more than with his 

body. And also he’s a bit old, so I am just supposing that right now.  

R: Do you think he was a dancer before?

J: Probably, they all were. But maybe not, maybe he was just a writer and decided to make some 

dance.

R: Yes, that is Kurt Jooss. And this is Lilavati, they made a choreography together. 

J: Well, he was in love with her. She is very pretty. Maybe he met her in India and she was just a 

dancer, probably would have had a very difficult career in India He probably thought that she was 

very talented, and he thought he could help her.

“I can make a solo for her, and since I am still a name, people would come and watch it.” Probably, 

because he’s very talented anyway, he made a good solo instead of just an excuse.

It makes me think of the material ways in which we can access dance history, faded old black and 

white photos or videos with people you hardly can see, moving too fast and very staccato, like in 

silent movies. In fact it is very often exactly that, a silent movie or very annoying buzzing sound. 

How does this affect the way we look at dance and artists from before? How can we understand the 

aesthetics, get a feel of the movement quality, the musicality? How can we understand the dance? 

Or the fact that nobody can find sufficient information when they Google you. How can anyone 

understand what kind of an artist you were? It’s so strange to have to explain who you are all the 

time, what you’ve done, where you’ve performed, who you collaborated with.

Slowly, they are forgetting who you were, or nobody cares any more. Nobody knows you 

travelled all over the world, performed at all major theatre stages and dance festivals. Your exchange 

with Pina Bausch, composers who wrote compositions for you, your work at the Royal Opera Ballet. 

That you were the head of the Dance Museum in Stockholm!

Lots of work to be done...

I will now take a break and buy new batteries for my headphones. They are amazing, with built in 

noise control. I don’t hear anything disturbing!

Rani
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Göteborg  August 20th, 2010 

Dear Lila!

I just had to get this chain of thought down Tell me what you think,

And maybe I’ll start working practically Where do I fit in, in history

Where do I fit in, in this

What’s the history of Kurt Jooss and Lilavati’s work, what were their wishes and what would 

that dance look like if it was made today

Can I see an opening, a solution

To forget who I am, to try to dance away from myself, try to forget who I am Forget my 

dance training in Indian dance

Try to forget my training in western contemporary dance, so that I would not be described 

by my cultural background, my ethnic background, my skin colour

Can I make people see through or beyond the surface of my skin What can I do to your perception

I need your help

I could elaborate with colours of my skin, hair. Make my body different

Take away my tits Add moustache

Challenge my body’s limbs or take one off.... I wonder

R
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London, November 27th2010 

Lila!

I just found out that you are not born in India! That’s fantastic. It changes a lot! You, the object, 

created the myth about yourself! You were not the victim of media’s perception, you simply ma-

nipulated them and exaggerated the exotic interest already existing. It all makes sense, of course 

you had to talk about India all the time, it was part of your plan.

Maybe we have more in common than I first thought?

But then it’s partly your fault that I am left with those exoticizing questions. Or did you also 

realize that the exotic strategy wouldn’t ever be the solution, or that it might even invert itself and 

become, well, more like a trap?

Did you use the work with Jooss as your escape from the exotic gaze? I sense this is in the 

choices you made, rejecting the extravagant set design and costume proposal and instead going 

for a very simple costume. In the dance I see a lot of modernistic dance steps, many known from 

the dance vocabulary of Jooss, but since it is your body performing them, we mainly see them as 

deriving from traditional Indian dance. We fail to see the dance beyond your body. 

We don’t even see your body.

R
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Malmö 3 december 2010

I am trying to imagine what will happen after all these letters I’ve written for Ful have been pub-

lished. Things will be different then. The text is the dance. I am so used to dance, which disappears 

and is gone in the same instant it is performed or shared, but text is always there, even after the 

reader has put the paper down, the text is still right there on the page. It will be there as long as the 

book itself. It can’t be changed, adapted for different audiences, explained or delineated or corrected 

by me. I will paint pictures of the dance in the text, but only so that the reader can catch a glimpse 

of it, It’s like with my work with Dixit where only glimpses are revealed to me.

And yesterday, when I was with Bengt, and I must say he seemed a lot better then the last 

time, we found loads of interesting things that I never saw before; pictures, photographs and press 

clippings. Super cool! Until now I’d only seen the articles that The Dance Museum decided to ar-

chive, and every one of those just talks about how Indian you are and at the same time sophisticated 

and cultured. You were variously referred to as Lilavati or Lilavati Devi or sometimes Lilavati Devi 

Häger, as if you had several aliases and could switch identities. (And Devi means Goddess!)

Something important changed for me there, at Bengt’s house. I felt that I understood you 

better and could finally grasp the complexity in your work. You haven’t only involved yourself 

in “fine” art with performances at The Royal Dramatic Theatre. You’ve sought out other situa-

tions and contexts, danced in front of the camera, created choreography for musicals, explored 

nudity on stage. You even performed for the troops during World War Two and were given the 

rank of Captain. When I thought of you I only pictured you in a sari, but in the photographs I 

saw at Bengt’s place you wore modern clothes; tight white bellbottom jeans, boots with wedge 

heels, china slippers, fake furs. I could feel my picture of you changing. You weren’t as traditional 

as you made yourself out to be. You were no longer untouchable. I had gone for so long feeling 

too much respect for you, afraid to destroy that pretty picture (sweet, kind, cute, holy, mystical, 

beautiful) that I had created, based on our meetings but also on newspaper articles and books. 

Suddenly, after seeing these “new” pictures I felt it was easier to relate to you and perhaps I could 

understand your fascination with the character called Guerilla Woman in Kurt’s Dance-Theatre 

piece, The Green Table. It reminds me of an embarrassing project I tried to bring about. I wanted 

to explore power, violence and terrorism, perhaps even in connection to my own background. I 

had a military costume tailored to fit me. I stood in front of the mirror and took photographs of 

myself. I remember how sad I looked. I never got any farther since some of my colleagues stopped 

me, calling my experiment provokingly banal. I also saw an interview column in an old newspa-

per.  When asked what attribute you wished you had, you answered, “I wish that I could write.”  

I had not previously realized that you wanted me to write. 

I also found an article that states that you really were born in India. So now I don’t know 

what to think. But at the same time I think that it doesn’t make any difference at all, either way. I 

understand how easily one can be misunderstood and I myself try to avoid discussing nationality 

as far as I can, even if it is only to avoid being guilty of something I myself criticize. So if I publish 

these letters, nationality is one little detail I might forget to mention. to think. But at the same 

time I think that it doesn’t make any difference at all, either way. I understand how easily one can 

be misunderstood and I myself try to avoid discussing nationality as far as I can, even if it is only 

to avoid being guilty of something I myself criticize. So if I publish these letters, nationality is one 

little detail I might forget to mention. 

Rani
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ignite! 
Festival of Contemporary Dance, New Delhi, India January 2015

Future MeMory
Venue: Sri Ram Centre, Safdar Hashmi Marg, Mandi House, New Delhi, India

17 January 2014 at 19.00

Tour technician: Thomas Dotzler

This performance is dedicated to Bengt Häger

WorkshoP With rani nair anD kate elsWit
gifts, inheritance and passing things on

–  working with personal tactile history

Venue:  Goethe Institute / Max Mueller Bhavan

January 16, 2015, 10:00 – 13.00

    3, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi,  India

Cross disciplinary investigation for people interested in the creative process.
Open for artists of all genres.

In this workshop we will work with participant´s own inherited things, to create new  
interactions with this material, that are at once personal and tactile, intimate and political.

– Please bring an object you feel you’ve inherited!

Made possible by support from the Swedish Arts Grant’s Committee



Choreography by rani nair and dramaturgy by kate elswit

What does it mean to inherit a dance? German choreographer Kurt Jooss made his 
last piece Dixit Dominus in 1975 as a gift for Swedish-based Indian dancer Lilavati 
Häger, who gave it to Rani Nair to reconstruct in 2003. Future Memory (2012) re-
turns to Dixit, this time focusing not on the choreography but on the stories around 
it. It is a second-order performance — a performance about a performance — that 
uses the personal responsibilities of inheritance to move towards larger questions 
of history, memory, and legacy. A review from the premiere described it as combin-
ing “Humor, warmth, and intellectual sharpness, all in one.” With a combination of 
gentleness and challenge, Future Memory embraces the possibility of an alterna-
tive history, one in which a “minor” dance takes ten years of another artist’s life, and 
where insider and outsider are more complicated than we might think. Here both 
identity and dance history are understood not in terms of Indian versus Western 
European, but in a hybrid way that uses real and imagined archives to allow for 
shades of Indianness, Swedishness, and Germanness. Nair’s one-hour solo uses 
dance, spoken text, film, and singing in more and less spectacular forms. There 
are moments when audiences are invited to touch and smell. And there is a duet 
between a hair-dryer and a costume that was never worn in performance. 

selected Press Quotes:

Örjan Abrahamsson, Dagens Nyheter: “Future Memory (from 2012) is a layer- upon-
layer choreography, a witty and profound dance performance which mingles with a 
discussion about choreographic heritage that is lively today.” 

Anna Ångström, Svenska Dagbladet: “It is a gift to inherit something significant, but it 
can also mean a lot of pressure. You may even need to distance yourself and revolt 
[...]. And capture the time elapsed between the generations ... The dancer Rani Nair 
does all this in the solo ‘Future Memory,’ a wonderful, soul-searching, smart, funny 
and deeply personal act.”

Anna Lundholm, Kristianstadsbladet: “This is a show with great humor and sincerity 
that raises questions about ethnicity, identity and artistic creation.”

Malena Forsare, Sydsvenskan: “An unusual dance historical dialogue. Rani Nair’s way 
to confront herself as a dance historical heir resembles an artistic research project, 
which includes data collection, critical attitude and an exploratory form of work.”

Ingela Brovik, Danstidningen: “It is as if she creates a dance’s own “In Search of Lost 
Time” (after Marcel Proust’s famous novel) - but, in broken modernist form, more 
than futurism cubism, between humor and sadness, in her own style, which is con-
stantly questioning itself, mirroring inward-outward.”


